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The Program for the International Java Technology Conference has been defined 

Register now for Jazoon’08: with early bird special fees 

The conference program and the speakers for Jazoon’08 – The International Conference 

on Java Technology – is fixed. From June 23 – 26, 2008 international Java experts who 

discuss various Java and Open Source topics and invite the audience for a dialogue are 

expected in Zurich, Sihlcity. Conference participants who register until April 30 receive 

early bird special fees. 

After an intensive review phase the Jazoon Program Committee chaired by Joachim Hagger 

(CTO of Netcetera) and Patrick Walther (Java User Group Switzerland) compiled a versatile 

conference program for Java interested parties and freaks. Beside well-established speakers also 

renowned Java specialists and conference participants from numerous countries are expected. 

They receive special early bird fees when registering online until April 30 and only need to pay 

1,380.00 CHF (instead of 1,725.00 CHF). Also students and Java User Group members receive 

attractive special prices. 

 

Program themes and highlights at Jazoon’08 

More than 100 speakers from around 20 countries will present new concepts and tools as well as 

applications and projects. Beside improvements of Java platforms specific themes like Java 

Server Faces, Rich Internet Applications, Domain Specific Languages, Open ID, Qi4j and many 

more will be discussed.  
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First hand reports from Google Web Toolkit, Android, Testing of Web- and mobile applications or 

architectures at Ebay convey insight into practical experience. But also future perspectives are 

part of the program. For example Rod Johnson, creator of the Spring Framework, will give a talk 

on future innovations in Enterprise Java.  

Special session “Jazoon Cutting –Edge“ 

One highlight is the “Jazoon Cutting-Edge“ session where latest trends of the Java world will be 

presented in 15-minutes short talks. A separate Call for Papers will be announced. Interested 

speakers get the chance to submit their proposals between May 1 – 16 at http://jazoon.comThe 

Jazoon Program Committee will then select the most innovative contributions by end of May. 

Training course by “The Open Web Application Security Project“ (OWASP) 

After the 3-day conference OWASP offers a security training course In cooperation with 

Jazoon’08 at Technopark in Zurich. OWASP is a worldwide free and open community focused on 

improving the security of application software. The training course targets developers who like to 

learn more about the vulnerabilities of web applications. The course instructor is Dave Wichers, 

member of the OWASP board and coauthor of the OWASP Top Ten.  

 

Further information: http:/jazoon.com 
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On Jazoon 

Jazoon is the International Conference on Java Technology in Zurich. It targets software developers and –architects, IT 

decision-makers and consultants from all over the world. From June 23 until June 26, 2008 the conference will take 

place for the second time in Sihlcity Zurich. Jazoon fosters personal contacts beyond technical, geographical and 

cultural boarders. Keynode AG (producer), Netcetera AG (technology partner) and cR Kommunikation AG (Marketing & 

Communication) guarantee professional quality and a convincing implementation.  

Jazoon is supported by Sun Microsystems (Schweiz) AG und Elca Informatik AG (platinum sponsors), AdNovum 

Informatik AG and Credit Suisse (gold sponsors), Google , Canoo Engineering AG and Oracle (silver sponsors), as well 

as the Java User Group Switzerland (partner). 

 


